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Abstract
We show that any compact group can be realized as the outer automorphism group of a factor of type II1.
This has been proved in the abelian case by Ioana, Peterson and Popa [A. Ioana, J. Peterson, S. Popa,
Amalgamated free products of w-rigid factors and calculation of their symmetry group, math.OA/0505589,
Acta Math., in press] applying Popa’s deformation/rigidity techniques to amalgamated free product von
Neumann algebras. Our methods are a generalization of theirs.
© 2008 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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0. Introduction
The outer automorphism group Out(M) of a II1 factor M provides, in principle, a useful
invariant to distinguish between families of II1 factors. But this group Out(M) is extremely hard
to compute.
Breakthrough rigidity results in the theory of II1 factors were obtained recently by Popa (see
[11–13]) and are based on Popa’s deformation/rigidity technique. Techniques and results of Popa
were applied in several papers (see also [15] for an overview) and two papers included as an
application complete computations of outer automorphism groups of certain II1 factors.
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with Out(M) ∼= K . The result in [6] is an existence theorem and answered in particular the
long standing open problem on the existence of II1 factors without outer automorphisms.
• In [14], type II1 factors M with Out(M) any discrete group of finite presentation are explic-
itly constructed. This in particular gave the first explicit examples of II1 factors without outer
automorphisms.
In our paper, the methods of [6] are applied to prove the existence of II1 factors M such that
Out(M) is any, possibly non-abelian, compact group. In fact, given a minimal action of a compact
group G on the hyperfinite II1 factor R, we prove the existence of an action of Γ = SL(3,Z) on
the fixed point algebra RG such that the II1 factor M given as the amalgamated free product
M = (RG  Γ ) ∗RG R satisfies Out(M) ∼= G.
The first rigidity results for II1 factors are due to Connes in [1], where it is shown in particular
that Out(N) is a countable group whenever N = L(Γ ) is the group von Neumann algebra of an
ICC property (T) group Γ . So, for concrete ICC property (T) groups Γ , the group Out(L(Γ )) is
in principle computable, although we do not know of any explicit computation.
Type II1 factors admit a more general type of symmetry, under the form of finite index bi-
modules. The finite index M–M-bimodules (modulo isomorphism) form a fusion algebra that
we denote as FAlg(M). Such a fusion algebra is a set equipped with an additive (direct sum)
and a multiplicative (tensor product) structure and in which every element is the finite direct sum
of irreducible elements. Another generalization of [6] was given by the second author in [16],
where the existence of II1 factors M with trivial fusion algebra, was shown. In our paper the
fusion algebra FAlg(R) of the hyperfinite II1 factor plays an important role: we make use of the
fact that two countable fusion subalgebras of FAlg(R) become free after conjugating one of them
by a well chosen automorphism of R (see [16]).
1. Preliminaries
We denote by (M, τ) a von Neumann algebra M equipped with a faithful normal tracial
state τ . We denote Mn := Mn(C)⊗M for all n ∈ N.
Let (M, τ) be a tracial von Neumann algebra and N ⊂ M a von Neumann subalgebra. The
∗-algebra of elements quasi-normalizing N is defined as
QNM(N) :=
{
a ∈ M
∣∣∣ ∃a1, . . . , an, b1, . . . , bm ∈ M such that Na ⊂ n∑
i=1
aiN
and aN ⊂
m∑
i=1
Nbi
}
.
The inclusion N ⊂ M is called quasi-regular if QNM(N)′′ = M .
If N is a von Neumann subalgebra of a von Neumann algebra M , we denote by Aut(N ⊂ M)
the group of automorphisms of M leaving N globally invariant.
1.1. Amalgamated free products
We make use of amalgamated free product factors and recall some basic facts and notations
(see [9] and [17] for more details). Let (M0, τ0) and (M1, τ1) be tracial von Neumann algebras
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τi -preserving conditional expectation of Mi onto N . The amalgamated free product M0 ∗N M1 is,
up to E-preserving isomorphism, the unique pair (M,E) satisfying the following two conditions.
• The von Neumann algebra M is generated by embeddings of M0 and M1 that are identical
on N , and is equipped with a conditional expectation E :M → N .
• The subalgebras M0 and M1 are free with amalgamation over N with respect to E.
This means that E(x1 · · ·xn) = 0 whenever xj ∈ Mij such that Eij (xj ) = 0 and i1 
= i2,
i2 
= i3, . . . , in−1 
= in.
The amalgamated free product M0 ∗N M1 has a dense ∗-subalgebra given by
N ⊕
⊕
n1
( ⊕
i1 
=i2,...,in−1 
=in
˚Mi1 · · · ˚Min
)
where ˚Mik := Mik  N . The von Neumann algebra M0 ∗N M1 has a trace, defined by τ :=
τ0 ◦E = τ1 ◦E.
1.2. Popa’s intertwining-by-bimodules technique
In this paper, we use Popa’s intertwining-by-bimodules technique (see [11–13]) that we briefly
recall now. Let (B, τ) be a tracial von Neumann algebra and HB a right Hilbert B-module.
There exists a projection p ∈ B(2(N)) ⊗ B such that HB ∼= p(2(N) ⊗ L2(B, τ))B and this
projection is uniquely defined up to equivalence of projections in B(2(N)) ⊗ B . We denote
dim(HB) := (Tr⊗τ)(p). Observe that the number dim(HB) depends on the choice of tracial
state τ in the non-factorial case.
Suppose now that A and B are two possibly non-unital von Neumann subalgebras of a tracial
von Neumann algebra (N, τ). We say that A embeds into B inside N , and write A ≺N B , if there
exists a non-zero A–B-subbimodule H of 1AL2(N)1B such that dim(HB) < +∞. The relation
A ≺N B is independent of the choice of tracial state τ and is equivalent with the existence of
n ∈ N, v ∈ M1,n(C) ⊗ 1AN1B a non-zero partial isometry and ψ :A → Mn(C) ⊗ B a possibly
non-unital ∗-homomorphism satisfying av = vψ(a) for all a ∈ A. For details, we refer to [11,
Section 2] and [15, Appendix C].
1.3. Fusion algebras
We first recall the abstract notion of a fusion algebra and give below the basic example of the
fusion algebra FAlg(M) of finite index bimodules over the II1 factor M .
Definition 1.1. A fusion algebra A is a free N-module N[G] equipped with the following addi-
tional structure:
• an associative and distributive product operation, and a multiplicative unit element e ∈ G,
• an additive, anti-multiplicative, involutive map x → x, called conjugation,
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formula
xy =
∑
z
m(x, y; z)z
one has m(x,y; z) = m(x, z;y) for all x, y, z ∈ G.
The base G of the fusion algebra A is canonically determined: these are exactly the non-zero
elements of A that cannot be expressed as the sum of two non-zero elements. The elements of G
are called the irreducible elements of the fusion algebra A and we sometimes write G = IrredA.
Notice that conjugation preserves irreducibility. The intrinsic group grp(A) of the fusion algebra
A consists of the irreducible elements x ∈A such that xx = e. Equivalently, x ∈A belongs to
the intrinsic group if and only if xx is irreducible. It is easy to check that the intrinsic group of a
fusion algebra is indeed a group. If x, y ∈A, we sometimes say that x is included in y, if there
exists a z such that y = x + z.
A dimension function on a fusion algebra A is an additive, multiplicative, unital map d :A→
R+ satisfying d(x) = d(x) for all x ∈A. Suppose d is a dimension function on the fusion alge-
bra A. Whenever x ∈ A is non-zero, e is included in xx and so d(x)  1. It then follows that
x ∈A belongs to the intrinsic group of A if and only if d(x) = 1. Moreover, if x ∈A is non-zero
and not in the intrinsic group, the same reasoning yields d(x)
√
2.
Two examples of fusion algebras with a dimension function arise as follows.
• Let Γ be a group and define A= N[Γ ]. Define d such that d(s) = 1 for all s ∈ Γ .
• Let G be a compact group and define the fusion algebra Rep(G) as the set of equivalence
classes of finite-dimensional unitary representations of G. The operations on Rep(G) are
of course given by direct sum and tensor product of representations, while the dimension
function d is given by the ordinary Hilbert space dimension of the representation space.
We are interested in the fusion algebra FAlg(M) of a II1 factor M . First of all, an M–M-
bimodule MHM is said to be of finite Jones index if dim(MH) < ∞ and dim(HM) < ∞. We
define FAlg(M) as the set of finite index M–M-bimodules modulo unitary equivalence.
Whenever ψ :M → pMnp is a finite index inclusion in the sense of Jones [7], for some non-
zero projection p ∈ Mn, we define the M–M-bimodule H(ψ) on the Hilbert space (M1,n(C)⊗
L2(M))p with left and right module actions given by
a · ξ := aξ and ξ · a = ξψ(a).
Every finite index M–M-bimodule is unitarily equivalent with some H(ψ). Moreover, given
finite index inclusions ψ :M → pMnp and η :M → qMmq , we have H(ψ) ∼= H(η) if and only
if there exists a unitary u ∈ p(Mn,m(C)⊗M)q satisfying ψ(a) = uη(a)u∗ for all a ∈ M .
Addition in FAlg(M) is given by the obvious direct sum of bimodules, while multiplication
in FAlg(M) is given by the Connes tensor product of M–M-bimodules that we recall now (see
also [2, V, Appendix B]). Let H be an M–M-bimodule. Define H as the dense subspace of H
consisting of bounded vectors:
H := {ξ ∈ H ∣∣ ∃c > 0, ∀a ∈ M, ‖ξa‖2  c‖a‖2}.
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operator Lξ :L2(M) → H . We set:
〈ξ, η〉M := L∗ξLη ∈ M, ∀ξ, η ∈H.
It is easy to check that this formula defines an M-valued scalar product on H. Then the Connes
tensor product of the M–M-bimodules MHM and MKM is defined as the separation and com-
pletion of the algebraic tensor product H⊗alg K for the scalar product
〈a ⊗ ξ, b ⊗ η〉 := 〈ξ, 〈a, b〉Mη〉.
The Connes tensor product is denoted by H ⊗M K and it is an M–M-bimodule:
a · (b ⊗ ξ) = ab ⊗ ξ and (b ⊗ ξ) · a = b ⊗ (ξa).
Note that H(ψ)⊗M H(η) = H((id ⊗ψ)η).
If MHM ∈ FAlg(M), the conjugate bimodule MHM lives on the conjugate Hilbert space H =
H ∗ with bimodule action given by
a · ξ = ξa∗ and ξ · a = a∗ξ .
The elements of the intrinsic group grp(M) of FAlg(M) are exactly the bimodules H(π),
where π :M → pMnp is a ∗-isomorphism. Denote by F(M) the fundamental group of M . We
then get a short exact sequence e → Out(M) → grp(M) → F(M) → e, mapping σ ∈ Aut(M)
to H(σ) ∈ grp(M) and mapping H(π) ∈ grp(M) to Tr(p).
The fusion algebra FAlg(M) has a natural dimension function: the dimension of H(ψ) is
defined as the square root of the minimal index of ψ(M) ⊂ pMnp. Since for an irreducible
subfactor the minimal index equals the usual Jones index, the dimension function d is given by
d(MHM) =
√
dim(HM)dim(MH),
whenever MHM is an irreducible M–M-bimodule. We refer to [4,8] for details.
1.4. Minimal actions of compact groups and fusion algebras
A continuous action G  M of a compact group G on the II1 factor M is said to be minimal if
the map G → Aut(M) is injective and if M ∩ (MG)′ = C1. Here, MG denotes the von Neumann
algebra of G-fixed points in M .
Given such a minimal action G  M , set N := MG. We get a canonical, dimension preserv-
ing, embedding Rep(G) ↪→ FAlg(N) of fusion algebras, defined as follows. Let π :G → U(n)
be an irreducible unitary representation of G. We choose a unitary Vπ ∈ Mn(C)⊗M satisfying
(id ⊗ σg)(Vπ) = Vπ
(
π(g)⊗ 1)
for all g ∈ G. We then define the finite index inclusion
ψπ :N → Mn(C)⊗N : ψπ(a) = Vπ(1 ⊗ a)V ∗π .
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independent of the choice of Vπ . The map π → H(ψπ) extends to an embedding Rep(G) ↪→
FAlg(N).
Also note that the coefficients of Vπ quasi-normalize N and so, the inclusion N ⊂ M is quasi-
regular.
1.5. Freeness and free products of fusion algebras
Definition 1.2. Let A be a fusion algebra and Ai ⊂ A fusion subalgebras for i = 1,2. We say
that A1 and A2 are free inside A if every alternating product of irreducibles in Ai \ {e}, remains
irreducible and different from {e}.
Given fusion algebras A1 and A2, there is up to isomorphism a unique fusion algebra A
generated by copies of A1 and A2 that are free. We call this unique A the free product of A1
and A2 and denote it by A1 ∗A2. Of course, the free product can be constructed in a concrete
way as follows: given A1 and A2, set Gi = Irred(Ai ). Define G as the set of words with letters
alternatively from G1 \ {e} and G2 \ {e}. Denote the empty word as e. Then,A1 ∗A2 = N[G]. The
product on N[G] is the unique associative and distributive operation satisfying the following two
conditions:
• The embeddings Ai ↪→ N[G] are multiplicative.
• If the last letter of the alternating word x ∈ G and the first letter of the alternating word y ∈ G
belong to different fusion algebras Ai , the product of x and y is again irreducible and given
by concatenation of x and y.
Denote by R the hyperfinite II1 factor. It is a crucial ingredient of this paper that FAlg(R) is
huge, in the sense that FAlg(R) contains many free fusion subalgebras. More precisely, it was
shown in [16, Theorem 5.1] that countable fusion subalgebras of FAlg(R) can be made free by
conjugating one of them with an automorphism of R (see Theorem 1.3 below). Note that the
same result has first been proven for countable subgroups of Out(R) in [6]. In both cases, the key
ingredients come from [10].
Let M be a II1 factor and MKM ∈ FAlg(M). Whenever α ∈ Aut(M), we define the conjuga-
tion of K by α as the bimodule Kα := H(α−1) ⊗M K ⊗M H(α). Of course, Kα has K as its
underlying Hilbert space with new left and right module action given by ξ ·new a = ξ ·old α(a)
and a ·new ξ = α(a) ·old ξ .
Theorem 1.3. (See [16, Theorem 5.1].) Let R be the hyperfinite II1 factor andA0,A1 two count-
able fusion subalgebras of FAlg(R). Then,
{
α ∈ Aut(R) ∣∣Aα0 and A1 are free}
is a Gδ-dense subset of Aut(R).
1.6. Property (T) and relative property (T) for II1 factors
Property (T) for finite von Neumann algebras was defined by Connes and Jones in [3]: a II1
factor (N, τ) has property (T) if there exist  > 0 and a finite subset F ⊂ N such that every
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, ∀x ∈ F , actually has a
non-zero N -central vector ξ0, meaning that xξ0 = ξ0x, ∀x ∈ N .
Note that an ICC group Γ has property (T) if and only if the II1 factor L(Γ ) has property (T)
in the sense of Connes and Jones.
Relative property (T) for inclusions B ⊂ (N, τ) of finite von Neumann algebras was defined
by Popa in [13]. We do not really use relative property (T) in this paper, just the trivial observation
that B ⊂ N has the relative property (T) if B has itself property (T).
2. Statement of the main result
The main result that we prove is that any compact group G can be realized as the outer auto-
morphism group of a type II1 factor, see Theorem 2.3. A more precise theorem can be formulated
as follows.
Note that any character ω ∈ Char(Γ ) defines an automorphism θω of any crossed product
N  Γ acting identically on N and multiplying by ω on Γ .
Theorem 2.1. Let M1 be the hyperfinite II1 factor and G a compact group acting on M1. Denote
N = MG1 , the von Neumann algebra of G-fixed points in M1. Let Γ be an ICC group acting
on N . Denote M0 := N  Γ . Assume that:
1. the action σ : G  M1 is minimal,
2. the action Γ  N is outer and M0 has the property (T),
3. the natural images of RepG ↪→ FAlg(N) and Aut(N ⊂ M0) restr−−→ Out(N) ⊂ FAlg(N) in-
side the fusion algebra FAlg(N), are free in the sense of Definition 1.2.
Then, the homomorphism
Char(Γ )×G → Aut(M0 ∗
N
M1) : (ω,g) → θω ∗ σg
induces an isomorphism Char(Γ )×G ∼= Out(M0 ∗
N
M1).
Combining Theorems 1.3 and 2.1, we shall prove the following.
Corollary 2.2. Let G be a compact, second countable group and σ : G  R a minimal action
on the hyperfinite II1 factor R. Then there exists an outer action of SL(3,Z) on the fixed point
algebra RG, such that for M given as the amalgamated free product M = (RG  Γ )∗RG R, the
natural homomorphism
G → Aut(M) : g → id ∗ σg
induces an isomorphism G ∼= Out(M).
Of course, every compact, second countable group G admits a minimal action on the hyper-
finite II1 factor. A possible construction goes as follows: take an amenable ICC group Λ and
define the Bernoulli action crossed product R = L∞(∏Λ(G,Haar))Λ with G  R acting by
diagonal left translation on
∏
Λ(G,Haar) and trivially on Λ.
So, we immediately get the following result.
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with Out(M) ∼= G.
3. A Kurosh automorphism theorem for fusion algebras
An important ingredient in the analysis of all automorphisms of an amalgamated free product
M = M0 ∗N M1 as in Theorem 2.1 above, is a generalization of the Kurosh automorphism theo-
rem to automorphisms of free products of fusion algebras. We do not prove a general result, but
a rather easy theorem sufficient for our purposes.
Recall that a group is said to be freely indecomposable if it cannot be written as a non-trivial
free product.
Theorem 3.1. Let Γ be a countable group non isomorphic to Z and freely indecomposable. Let
A be an abelian fusion algebra with a dimension function d and non-isomorphic to the group Z.
Every dimension preserving automorphism α of N[Γ ] ∗A is of the form (Adu)◦ (α0 ∗α1) for
some u ∈ Γ ∗ grp(A), α0 ∈ Aut(Γ ) and α1 a dimension preserving automorphism of A.
Proof. Let α be a dimension preserving automorphism of N[Γ ] ∗A.
We denote Λ = grp(A), the intrinsic group ofA, and Δ = Γ ∗Λ, which is as well the intrinsic
group of N[Γ ] ∗A. We also write G = IrredA, which means that A= N[G]. We may of course
assume that G 
= Λ, because the group case of our theorem is covered by the classical Kurosh
theorem. Finally, we set G◦ = G \ {e} and Γ ◦ = Γ \ {e}. If u ∈ Δ, we write u−1 instead of u.
Claim. There exists x ∈ G \Λ and u ∈ Δ such that α(x) ∈ u(G \Λ)u−1.
Proof of the claim. Define λ = inf{d(x) | x ∈ G \Λ}√2. Take x ∈ G \Λ with d(x) < √2λ.
Write α(x) as an alternating word in G◦ and Γ ◦. Suppose that in this expression of α(x), there
appears twice a letter from G \Λ. Then the dimension of these two letters is greater or equal than
λ
√
2, making d(x) = d(α(x))√2λ; a contradiction. So, we have shown that α(x) = uyv−1
with y ∈ G \ Λ and u,v ∈ Δ. We may assume that u,v are either equal to e, either end with a
letter from Γ ◦. Expressing the commutation of α(x) and α(x), we find that uyyu−1 = vyyv−1.
Since y /∈ Λ, we find that yy 
= e and so u = v, proving the claim. 
Observation 1. If x ∈ Δ, y ∈ G◦ and xy = yx, then x ∈ Λ. This follows by analyzing reduced
words in Γ ◦ and G◦.
Because of the claim and replacing α by (Adu−1) ◦ α, we may from now on assume the
existence of x, y ∈ G \ Λ with α(x) = y. Whenever a ∈ Λ, α(a) belongs to Δ and commutes
with y. Observation 1 above implies that α(Λ) ⊂ Λ. Similarly, α−1(Λ) ⊂ Λ so that α(Λ) = Λ. It
follows that the restriction of α to Δ defines an automorphism of Γ ∗Λ that globally preserves Λ.
The classical Kurosh theorem implies that α(Γ ) = Γ .
Observation 2. If z ∈ G◦ and α(z) ∈ ΔG◦Δ, then actually α(z) ∈ G◦. Indeed, write α(z) = urv−1
for r ∈ G◦ and u,v ∈ Δ either equal to e or with their last letter in Γ ◦. Writing out that α(z) =
urv−1 and y = α(x) commute, it follows that u = v = e. A similar observation holds for α−1.
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δ = inf{d(z) ∣∣ z ∈ G, (α(z) /∈ G or α−1(z) /∈ G)}.
Take z ∈ G◦ with d(z) < √2δ such that α(z) /∈ G◦ or α−1(z) /∈ G◦. Assume that we are in the
case α(z) /∈ G◦. By construction α(r),α−1(r) ∈ G◦ for every r ∈ G◦ with d(r) < δ. Write α(z)
as an alternating word in G◦ and Γ ◦. By Observation 2, the expression for α(z) contains at least
twice a letter from G \ Λ. Hence every letter in the expression for α(z) has dimension strictly
smaller than δ. Applying α−1 and using the fact that α−1(Γ ◦) = Γ ◦, we have written z ∈ G◦ as
an alternating word in Γ ◦ and G◦ with more than 2 letters; a contradiction. 
4. Proof of the main results
Before proving Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 2.2, we state the following lemma. It is a conse-
quence of [6, Lemma 8.4] (see also [16, Propositions 3.3 and 3.5]).
Lemma 4.1. Let Γ0, Γ1 be ICC groups acting outerly on the II1 factors A0 and A1 respec-
tively. Set M := A0  Γ0 and suppose that α :A0  Γ0 → A1  Γ1 is an isomorphism such that
α(A0) ≺M A1 and A1 ≺M α(A0).
Then, there exists a unitary u ∈ U(M) such that uα(A0)u∗ = A1.
A first step in the proof of Theorem 2.1 is the following lemma. The crucial ingredients of
its proof are Theorems 1.2.1 and 4.3 in [6] (see also [5, Theorems 4.6 and 5.6] for alternative
proofs).
Lemma 4.2. Suppose that the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 are fulfilled. Set M = M0 ∗N M1. For
every α ∈ Aut(M), there exists u ∈ U(M) such that (Adu) ◦ α ∈ Aut(N ⊂ M).
Note that in fact assumption 3 in Theorem 2.1 will not be used in the proof of this lemma.
Proof. By 4.3 in [6] and because M0 has property (T), there exists i ∈ {0,1} such that α(M0) ≺M
Mi . Since M1 is hyperfinite, it follows that i = 0. So, we can take a projection p ∈ Mn0 , a non-zero
partial isometry v ∈ M1,n(C) ⊗ M and a unital ∗-homomorphism ψ :M0 → pMn0 p satisfying
α(a)v = vψ(a) for all a ∈ M0. Since ψ(M0) has property (T), we know that ψ(M0) 
≺Mn0 Nn.
By [6, 1.2.1], it follows that ψ(M0)′ ∩pMnp ⊂ pMn0 p. In particular, v∗v ∈ pMn0 p. So, we may
assume that p = v∗v. Since also α(M0)′ ∩ M = M ′0 ∩ M = C1, we have vv∗ = 1. Factoriality
of M0 now allows to assume that v ∈ U(M) and v∗α(M0)v ⊂ M0.
Applying the same reasoning to α−1, we also get a unitary w ∈ U(M) satisfying w∗M0w ⊂
α(M0). It follows that (wv)∗M0(wv) ⊂ M0. Another application of [6, 1.2.1] implies that wv ∈
M0. But then all the inclusions (wv)∗M0(wv) ⊂ v∗α(M0)v ⊂ M0 are equalities. So, after a
unitary conjugacy, we may assume that α(M0) = M0.
Quasi-regularity of N ⊂ M combined with [6, 1.2.1], implies that α(N) ≺M0 N . Similarly
N ≺M0 α(N). The lemma then follows by applying Lemma 4.1. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. We still denote M = M0 ∗N M1. Let α ∈ Aut(M). We prove below that
after a unitary conjugacy of α, one has α(a) = a for all a ∈ N and α(Mi) = Mi for i ∈ {0,1}.
This then implies that α|M = θω for some ω ∈ Char(Γ ) and α|M = σg for some g ∈ G. Hence,0 1
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this homomorphism follows from the irreducibility N ′ ∩ M = C1 that we prove now as the
consequence of more general needed considerations.
Let I be a complete set of inequivalent irreducible unitary representations of G. For every
π ∈ I , choose a unitary Vπ ∈ B(Hπ) ⊗ M1 satisfying (id ⊗ σg)(Vπ) = Vπ(π(g) ⊗ 1). Define
K0(π) ⊂ M1 as the linear span of
(ξ∗ ⊗ a)Vπ(η ⊗ 1), ξ, η ∈ Hπ, a ∈ N.
It follows that the closure K(π) of K0(π) is a finite index N–N -subbimodule of L2(M1). Denote
by
Ψ : RepG ↪→ FAlg(N)
the embedding defined in Section 1.4. It follows that K(π) ∼= (dimπ) ·Ψ (π). Moreover, we have
the following orthogonal decomposition of L2(M1).
L2(M1) =
⊕
π∈I
K(π).
In the same way, we define for every s ∈ Γ , the subspace H0(s) ⊂ M0 given by H0(s) = Nus ,
with closure H(s) ⊂ L2(M0).
Whenever w = s0π1s1 · · · sn−1πnsn is an alternating word in Γ \ {e} and I \ {e}, we define
the N–N -subbimodule H(w) ⊂ L2(M) as the closure of H0(s0)K0(π1) · · ·K0(πn)H0(sn). One
then obtains the orthogonal decomposition of L2(M) given by
L2(M) =
⊕
w alternating word
H(w). (1)
Moreover, as N–N -bimodules, we get the unitary equivalences
H(w) ∼= H(s0)⊗N K(π1)⊗N · · · ⊗N K(πn)⊗N H(sn)
∼= a multiple of H(s0)⊗N Ψ (π1)⊗N · · · ⊗N Ψ (πn)⊗N H(sn). (2)
Denote by FAlg(N ⊂ M) the fusion subalgebra of FAlg(N) generated by the finite index N–N -
subbimodules of L2(M). Using assumption 3 in Theorem 2.1 and (1) and (2) above, Ψ extends to
an isomorphism Ψ :N[Γ ] ∗ Rep(G) → FAlg(N ⊂ M) such that H(w) is a multiple of Ψ (w) for
every alternating word w. We see in particular that L2(M) contains only once the trivial N–N -
bimodule (for w the empty alternating word and H(w) = L2(N)). This means that N ′ ∩M = C1
as was needed above.
Let CharG ⊂ I be the subset of I consisting of one-dimensional unitary representations
of G. Then, CharG is as well the intrinsic group of the fusion algebra RepG. Whenever π ∈
CharG, we have Vπ ∈ U(M1) and Vπ normalizes N . Whenever w ∈ Γ ∗ CharG, write w =
s0π1s1 · · · sn−1πnsn as an alternating word in Γ \ {e} and CharG \ {e} and define the unitary
U(w) := us0Vπ1 · · ·Vπnusn normalizing N .
We are now ready to complete the proof of the theorem. So, let α ∈ Aut(M). We have to
prove that after a unitary conjugacy of α, one has α(a) = a for all a ∈ N and α(Mi) = Mi
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K → Kα defines an automorphism of the fusion subalgebra FAlg(N ⊂ M) of FAlg(N). Define
the automorphism η of N[Γ ] ∗ Rep(G) such that Ψ (η(w)) = (Ψ (w))α in FAlg(N) for all w ∈
N[Γ ] ∗ Rep(G). By Theorem 3.1, we find an element v in Γ ∗ Char(G) such that (Adv) ◦ η
globally preserves Γ and Rep(G).
Replacing α by (AdU(v)) ◦ α, we may assume that η preserves globally Γ and Rep(G). The
equality α(N) = N remains true. The restrictions of η yield an automorphism of the group Γ and
a permutation of I respecting the fusion rules. Moreover, we have K(π)α ∼= K(η(π)) for every
π ∈ I and H(s)α ∼= H(η(s)) for every s ∈ Γ . Choose s ∈ Γ . Note that H(s)α is isomorphic
as an N–N -bimodule with the closure of α−1(Nus) in NL2(M)N . Since the N–N -bimodule
H(η(s)) appears with multiplicity 1 in the decomposition (1) of L2(M), we conclude that the
closure of α−1(Nus) inside L2(M) equals H(η(s)) for all s ∈ Γ . It follows that α(M0) = M0.
A similar reasoning shows that α(M1) = M1.
Since α ∈ Aut(N ⊂ M0), assumption 3 in Theorem 2.1 implies that the N–N -bimodule
H(α|N) is free with respect to Ψ (RepG) inside FAlg(N). But the formula K(π)α ∼= K(η(π))
means that H(α|N) normalizes Ψ (RepG). Both statements can only be true at the same time if
H(α|N) is the trivial N–N -module. So, α|N is an inner automorphism of N and we are done. 
Proof of Corollary 2.2. It suffices to give an example of an outer action of Γ = SL(3,Z) on the
hyperfinite II1 factor N such that N Γ has property (T). Indeed, starting from a minimal action
of G on the hyperfinite II1 factor M1 = R, set N = MG1 and take an outer action of Γ on N
such that M0 := N  Γ has property (T). By [13, Theorem 4.4], Aut(N ⊂ N  Γ )/AdU(N)
is a countable group. By Theorem 1.3, we can take an automorphism α ∈ Aut(R) and replace
Γ ⊂ Aut(N) by αΓ α−1 in such a way that all conditions of Theorem 2.1 are fulfilled. Since
CharΓ = {e}, the corollary then follows from Theorem 2.1.
Take Γ1 := SL(3,Z) (Z3 ⊕ Z3) with the action of SL(3,Z) on Z3 ⊕ Z3 given
A · (x, y) := (Ax, (A−1)t y).
Note that Γ1 is a property (T) group. Take k ∈ R \ 2πQ and define the non degenerate 2-cocycle
Ω ∈ Z2(Z3 ⊕ Z3, S1) by the formula
Ω
(
(x, y); (x′, y′)) := eik(〈x,y′〉−〈y,x′〉)
where 〈·,·〉 is the standard scalar product on Z3. The 2-cocycle Ω is SL(3,Z)-invariant and hence
extends to a 2-cocycle Ω˜ ∈ Z2(Γ1, S1) by the formula
Ω˜
((
(x, y),A
); ((x′, y′),B)) := Ω((x, y);A · (x′, y′)).
The twisted group von Neumann algebra LΩ˜ (Γ1) still has property (T) and can be regarded
as well as LΩ(Z3 ⊕ Z3)  SL(3,Z). Since LΩ(Z3 ⊕ Z3) is the hyperfinite II1 factor, we are
done. 
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